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introduction

In 2001, Steven Fuller analysed the successful enterprise of Thomas S. Kuhn’s
Structure of scientific revolutions as a two-sided story.1 In spite of its public image of
neutrality and objectivity, the Structure, like all other products of academic research
in the history of science, carried a political load. As chairman of the Anti-Communist
Committee in the 1950s, and designer of science education policies, James B. Conant,
Kuhn’s mentor, strongly supported an uncontroversial, neutral science, which was
to be transmitted to the younger generations as a taken-for-granted worldview far
from any critical reflection on the material conditions of thought. The Structure
reinforced the idea that the scientific process remains essentially the same whenever
and however it occurs.2 The Conant-Kuhn case has been widely discussed and has
raised much controversy, but it would not be hard to find other examples in which,
under the rhetoric of neutrality and objectivity, historians of science have tacitly
shared the hegemonic values of the élites of their time.
In spite of the longstanding perception of modern science as value-free knowledge
of the external world,3 the new social and cultural history of science has contributed substantially in recent decades to the blurring of the old boundaries between
a supposed ideology-free history of ideas and an ideology-loaded social history of
science.4 As Dominique Pestre stated in a recent essay,5 professional scientists are
progressively becoming experts in the service of political and economic power,
and the old image of defenders of ‘truth’ seems to be fading quickly. We are today
witnesses of the progressive disappearance of the old ideology-free rhetoric, which
supposedly has allowed scientists to develop their careers successfully, detached from
moral values, being socially and politically neutral. In the same vein, Sheila Jasanoff
has pointed out that the dynamics of our contemporary politics, culture and power
is intimately linked to the dynamics of science and technology. Through the study
of the natural world and its transformations, politics today defines and refines the
meaning of citizenship and civic responsibility, rivalry and solidarity, the boundaries
between public and private, and the tensions between freedom and social control.6
At the 2001 annual meeting of the Society for Social Studies of Science, Wiebe
Bijker called for science and technology studies (STS) scholars to be more involved
in the political debate. In his view:
… STS needs to make a further step … to show to a broad array of audiences
(politicians, engineers, scientists and the general public) that science and
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technology are value-laden, that all aspects of modern culture are infused with
science and technology, that science and technology do play key roles in keeping
society together, and that they are equally central in all events that threaten its
stability. It is therefore necessary that science and technology, in their explicit
and implicit forms, be subject to political debate.7
Bijker’s manifesto was probably reflecting on the uneven political load of recent
scholarship. In spite of former powerful statements by Pestre, Jasanoff and others, a
good number of academic products issued from the sociological turn of the 1980s,
while illuminating on how science has actually been produced in specific times and
cultures, are lacking in deep political analysis. As Gary Werskey has pointed out
recently, in our present day of ‘political correctness’, historians of science and STS
scholars rarely acknowledge for instance the influences of old Marxist ideas.8 Although
Werskey’s work is inevitably tinged by an important dose of autobiography,9 he is
probably right in emphasizing how the old ‘scientific lefts’, the so called ‘popular
front’ of the 1930s and the ‘radical science’ movement of the 1960s, have provided
a very rich and complex intellectual heritage, which is still available to the younger
generations of scholars and deserves further attention from historians of science today.10
As is widely acknowledged, the famous International Congress of the History
of Science held in London in 1931 (and the subsequent impact of the controversial
Saturday evening session with the Soviet delegation) was one of the key landmarks
in this history.11 It led many to express their indignation, yet to some it was a turning point in their views about science and its history. Gordon Childe, Hyman Levy,
Lancelot Hogben, J. B. S. Haldane, Joseph Needham, and John Desmond Bernal
are usually known as the six main British historians influenced by the papers of the
Soviet delegation. They were to become the first wave of Marxist historians of science, to whom other names such as Benjamin Farrington, Edgar Zilsel, Leo Olschki,
Stephen Mason, and Sam Lilley should also be added.12
Even those fiercely opposing any attempt to link material conditions to intellectual production were forced to react and made public statements against the Marxist
influence, especially in the early period of the Cold War. As Anna K. Mayer has
aptly emphasized in a recent paper: “Anti-Marxism formed a defining feature of the
process by which the image of scientific work as a disinterested journey of the mind
came to be institutionalized.”13
In this context, it was the image of the development of science as an elitist, autonomous intellectual activity, sealed off from society, that reinforced the relevant and
politically ‘safe’ role of the history of science as an emerging academic discipline,
as a useful ally to professional scientists and educational reformers. Since Bernal’s
Science and history (1954) epitomized a version of Marxism, which overemphasized
economic determinism, naïve externalism and uncritical scientism,14 in the 1960s
and 1970s, a new emphasis on cultural aspects of Marxism contributed to further
analysis on the links between culture, knowledge (science) and power, on the use
of science as a cultural tool for domination and social control. The Radical science
journal reflected a good part of the new concerns, but it was largely ignored and
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counterbalanced by more ‘politically correct’ research and teaching programmes in
emergent STS and Science Studies Departments.15
Robert Young’s impressive intellectual career is a good example of the potentialities
of the radical science movement. In the 1960s and 1970s, Young worked on the history
of concepts concerning human nature, mind and brain at King’s College, Cambridge.
He later went on to become professor of Psychotherapy and Psychoanalytic studies at
the University of Sheffield in the late 1990s. His Changing perspectives in the history
of science, edited in conjunction with Mikuláš Teich in 1973, is a good example of
the mark he made on the historiographical debates of the discipline some decades
ago. Young’s thoughts were rooted in the context of the New Left movement, which
gave priority to cultural issues of domination and social control in relation to the old
economic determinism of the 1930s.16
In the late 1980s, Young was asked to contribute two chapters to the collective
enterprise of the Companion for the history of modern science (1990), a landmark
for the discipline at the end of the twentieth century. In his “Marxism and the history
of science”, Young strikingly pointed out that, in his view, the work of the Italian
thinker Antonio Gramsci (1891–1937) would become a very useful reference for
future historians of science.17 However, if the main names of the scientific lefts,
from Bernal to Young, have had a limited impact in the historiography of science in
the last thirty years, Gramsci’s name seems to be an even more remote reference,
especially among the English speaking community. Although names such as Theodor
W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Jürgen Habermas, and Michel Foucault, with their
strong criticisms of the supposed autonomy and neutrality of modern science, have
permeated more or less explicitly into the sociological turn,18 Gramsci seems to have
been diluted by the more powerful force of the so-called postmodernist approaches.
His main intellectual production dates back to the 1930s, but his ideas seem to have
been used much later only by ‘radical’ historians of science such as Robert Young
and some of his pupils.
How can we place Gramsci’s thoughts accurately within this framework? To what
extent was there a real break between the old generations of ‘scientific lefts’ and our
present times? Which elements of continuity from the old Marxist ideas lay behind
public discourses and academic programmes in our present times? In response to
these questions, this paper tries to place Gramsci’s stamp in the twentieth-century
historiography of science, even for those, such as the anti-Marxists of the 1950s, who
feel distant from his intellectual programme. In fact, a revision of Gramsci’s ideas
might become a useful tool for endorsing Bijker’s focus on the political dimension
of our métier. To do this, the article analyses how Gramscian specific concepts such
as hegemony and intellectuals might help us to revisit, more critically, processes of
science communication, such as teaching and popularization, but also to rethink our
role as academic experts and the value of historiographical plurality. However, for
that purpose, we shall first summarize Gramsci’s life and work.
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the gramscian legacy

Beyond the specialist area of history of science, there has been an enormous amount
of scholarly interest in the life and works of Antonio Gramsci in the second half of the
twentieth century,19 in particular his extraordinary intellectual output while detained in
Mussolini’s prisons from 1926 until his death in 1937. In that period, Gramsci wrote
32 notebooks containing more than 3,000 handwritten pages: the famous Quaderni
dei carcere (Prison notebooks), which were to have a deep impact on Italy, and,
later, internationally.20 The dramatic circumstances of his writing, Gramsci’s political
relevance — elected MP for the Italian Communist Party (PCI) in 1924 — and the
thoughtfulness of his work conferred on Gramsci a deserved place in the history of
Western political thought. Throughout the pages of the Quaderni, Gramsci worked
out concepts such as hegemony and consent, political and civil society, popular
literature, folklore, subaltern social groups, etc., together with a considerable effort
devoted to the definition and analysis of intellectuals and their role in society.
Hegemony is probably the most central Gramscian concept to which his other ideas
are intimately linked.21 Hegemony was the result of Gramsci’s reluctance towards
deterministic explanations for social inequalities, and the limitations of any socioeconomic reductionism to explain the political character of Western Europe. In his
view, in a particular historical context, social control of the state — the so-called
political society — through law, police, army, prisons, i.e. mainly through ‘official’
force and violence, is insufficient to understand social stability. This political stability had to be explained by other factors, further physical coercion and repression.
Therefore, hegemony brought to the fore how the so called civil society,22 with its
institutions ranging from education, religion, and family to the microstructures of
everyday practices, contributed to the production of meaning and values, which direct
and maintain the spontaneous consent of the various strata of society. Civil society
was the sphere in which a dominant social group organized hegemony, but also the
sphere for the counter-hegemony of a dominated group. Hegemony was a ruling tool
for any class or group, an instrument for cultural, moral, ideological leadership over
subordinated groups, a prestige language, for example, that reinforced cultural influence and control over weaker linguistic communities. It was conceived as a dynamic
force, a continuous process of formation. Therefore, hegemony changed in different
times and places and was historically contingent.23
But subtleties of definition went even further. As Raymond Williams, one of the
leaders of the New Left, stated: “hegemony is not simply the crude defense of the
dominant opinions, nor the simple manipulation of things from above. It is much
more than this: it embraces the whole of our reality, all our habits and hopes; it is
our own perception of reality.”24 Therefore, it was hegemony, and its acceptance and
consent by the lower, subaltern classes that explained social stability. For Gramsci,
only a progressive construction of cultural counter hegemony could act as a cultural
weapon against that subaltern tacit and passive consent. Gramsci associated hegemonic values with the dominant industrial bourgeois class, and its counter hegemony
had to grow up from the popular culture of the working class, through an ambitious
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process of democratization of knowledge.
Since Young had worked in the 1960s on the history of the mind and brain, in
particular on the work of the famous medical doctor Franz Joseph Gall,25 it is not a
coincidence that his pupil, Roger Cooter, became particularly interested in the role of
phrenology — the new ‘science’ founded by Gall — as a strategy of social control in
nineteenth-century Britain, and more generally, within a cultural Marxist framework,
in the specific relations between knowledge and power through the practice of this
controversial science. Jack Morrell reviewed Cooter’s work in the following terms:
In analyzing the uses of phrenology by different groups, Cooter systematically
deploys the ideas of Antonio Gramsci.… Gramsci developed the concept of
hegemony, by which he meant the way in which a ruling group or class exerted
its own moral, political and cultural values by a mixture of force, fraud or
persuasion.… Gramsci realized that, in the nineteenth-century liberal regimes,
persuasion, not force or corruption, was often the means preferred by ruling
groups.… Moreover, given the importance of persuasion and education in the
struggle for power, it followed for Gramsci that knowledge and the intellectuals
who produce and diffuse it are not ornamental butterflies but central ideological
agents. For the social historian of popular science in a nineteenth-century liberal
parliamentary democracy, the heuristic attractiveness of Gramsci’s approach is
obvious yet strangely unexploited.26
A crucial issue was the problem of intellectuals who, in Gramsci’s view, conceptualized the direct reproduction of an effective hegemony. In the rural, pre-industrial
and feudal world of the Ancien Regime, traditional intellectuals such as clergymen
would have monopolized the construction of a specific hegemony, but in spite of their
continuing influence, in the capitalist industrial world, other kinds of intellectuals
became progressively more influential: new professionals, judges, experts, teachers,
civil servants, and scientists. Thus, organic intellectuals emerge from these groups.
In Gramsci’s words:
Every social group, coming into existence on the original terrain of an essential function in the world of economic production, creates together with itself,
organically, one or more strata of intellectuals, which give it homogeneity and
an awareness of its function, not only in the economic but also in the social and
political fields.27
For Gramsci, the only hope of real social change was the progressive emergence
of new intellectuals from the most modest social classes, who would be capable of
slowly subverting the élites’ hegemony. These new intellectuals had to create a new
culture that, in theory, could challenge the power of a modern capitalist state like
Italy in the early decades of the twentieth century. In his utopian view, any person
was a potential intellectual who could fight against passive consent and acceptance
of a specific cultural hegemony. As a result of this process, the more people engaged
in mental tasks of organization, deliberation and leadership, the higher the level of
democratization in a specific group or society as a whole.28
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Although intellectuals were traditionally associated with certain rhetoric of independence and freedom of thought, they continued to contribute, in a more or less
conscious way, to the construction of a specific hegemony, serving specific élites.29
The meaning of the word might vary substantially in different cultural contexts, but
it is worth noting that, in 1928, the French writer Julien Brenda (1867–1956) defined
intellectuals as a tiny band of super-gifted and morally endowed philosopher-kings
who were supposed to constitute the conscience of mankind. In his idealistic approach,
intellectuals had to denounce corruption and oppressive authority and be in permanent
opposition to the status quo. However, in Brenda’s view, they used to sell themselves
too often to political and economic interests. Influenced by the Dreyfus Affair and
later by the tragic events of the First and Second World Wars, Brenda systematically
criticized any collaboration between intellectuals and Nazism and Communism.30 In
opposition to this approach, Gramsci preferred a more pragmatic definition of intellectual. His organic intellectuals were connected to the interests of specific groups,
which aimed to obtain acceptance and consent from larger sections of society. They
were constantly struggling, therefore, to change minds.
In 1981, and following his Gramscian influence, Edward Said denounced the lack
of autonomy of intellectuals from universities, political parties, think tanks, and
private firms. He pointed out the never ending tensions between free discussion and
freedom of thought and opinion and the constant worries about pleasing an audience
or an employer. Said identified some dangers of professionalism, which can be also
easily applied to professional scientists, and, why not, to professional historians of
science: (1) specialization; (2) expertise certified by the proper authority; (3) political correctness; (4) submission to power and authorities; and (5) centralized powers
and decisions. Said described critically the role of academic intellectuals with the
following words:
Today’s intellectual is … a … professor, with a secure income, and not interested
in dealing with the world outside the classroom.… All that we have now … is a
missing generation which has been replaced by buttoned-up, impossible to understand classroom technician, hired by committee, anxious to please various patrons
and agencies, bristling with academic credentials and a social authority that does
not promote debate but establishes reputations and intimidates non-experts.31
This critical statement seems to be far from the public image of, for instance, Albert
Einstein (1879–1955): a twentieth-century luminary beyond the laboratory walls,
discussing topical issues such as Nazi power, the ‘Jewish problem’, and the use of
nuclear power in war and peace.32 It also seems far from the great achievements of
Linus Pauling (1901–94), which included two Nobel Prizes — Chemistry and Peace
— and a deep commitment to pacifism. Beyond these great luminaries, who struggled for freedom of thought from privileged positions, the broader situation can seem
bleak. If we take, for instance, chemistry, the profession as a whole is often linked
to a public image of pollution, environmental problems and artificiality. It is seen
as an agent of the destruction of nature, with subaltern alliances to big corporations
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that often prioritize economic profits over human welfare.33
In the constant tension between hegemony and consent, élite and subaltern, popular
and high culture, between experts and lay people, intellectuals emerge as epistemologically and ideologically active figures, whose detailed analysis can benefit several
fields of research. In this context, political ideology is significant in debates about
scientific authority, and controversies in the classroom, the laboratory, industry and
the public sphere. It becomes embedded within everyday communication practices
among experts and society as a whole. It tinges any process of knowledge in transit
— teaching, popularization, cultural transfer — which obviously cannot be taken
as ideologically free. Moreover, by extrapolation, it influences the way in which
historians of science, as a community of experts, struggle for authority, power and
social recognition. There is no doubt that concepts such as hegemony and intellectual
constantly raise questions and stimulate debates, as the following sections in this
article will try to demonstrate.
science, technology, and the unitary school

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Italy suffered a very high illiteracy rate and
a dramatic lack of economic support for education. This fact clashed with Gramsci’s
dream of converting each member of the working class into an autonomous intellectual, able to think critically. In spite of these enormous difficulties, he sketched some
guidelines for the country’s short- and long-term educational policies. Since the school
played a crucial role in reproducing hegemonic values of industrial capitalism, in his
view, important changes in its goals and organization were needed. Although Gramsci’s educational programme has been discussed extensively from different angles, it
is worth noting his idea of breaking the cultural hegemony of the élites in the school
system by approaching students as epistemologically active agents. Gramsci was in
favour of an active pedagogy that stimulated creativity and the wish to learn from
below, instead of a vertical, cumulative transmission of descriptive, encyclopaedic
knowledge. He emphasized critical self-awareness, and critical social awareness, as
well as the role of teachers as intellectuals, transforming education, against a fixed
status quo.34 Borrowing some values from the liberal education tradition, Gramsci’s
model of unitary school involved providing a comprehensive training on humanities,
and rejected specialization.
In the context of the second industrial revolution and the science-based industry
of the early decades of the twentieth century, Gramsci’s programme probably sounds
too utopian, but it questioned specialization and discipline formation, and placed the
concept of cultural hegemony at the core of the educational debate. For Gramsci, if
the educational system of a country surrenders docilely to industrial demands, to the
utilitarian rhetoric of immediate applicability, then we risk transforming our young
students’ greatest potential into grey automata, handmaiden of private interests. To
avoid this, future professional training had to be open to the talent of each individual
and not be limited to mechanically serving the interests of the market.
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In the Prison notebooks, Gramsci was even critical of the University Extension
movement, which spread across Europe in the early twentieth century. He was also
reluctant to accept the teaching programmes of numerous working class groups and
athenaea, which he considered too paternalistic in their socialist inspiration. The
working class had to become intellectually autonomous, and the learner became
the main subject of interest, as a new epistemologically active actor in the teaching
process. Education had to contribute to self-knowledge and self-mastery, instead of
accepting passively the main contents and values of the hegemonic élites.
In order to achieve independence from the élites’ interests, a new public education
system was required, since the perpetuation of the private school system represented
the perpetuation of intellectual and social fragmentation. That is, each private school
became a factory producing new organic intellectuals in the service of a specific
hegemony, supporting obviously the values and interests of those who established
it. The new unitary school had to reject the mimetic application of educational
programmes, which in fact were foreign to the values and cultural interests of the
lower classes. Which history, which literature, which mathematics, which natural
sciences were to be taught? And with what educational purpose? Who had the last
word on designing the curricula? This was, and still is, a crucial battle for hegemony,
to which, through the rhetoric of technocracy and political neutrality, the subaltern
classes too often consent when faced with the rarely questioned authority of the
educational experts.
Although there is no explicit reference to Gramsci in the majority of the historical
work on the Mechanics’ Institutes (MI) in nineteenth-century Britain, it might be
helpful to illustrate to historians of science some useful aspects of the Gramscian
programme.35 In spite of the later revisions of their main thesis, Steven Shapin and
Barry Barnes’s seminal paper of 1977 on the use of science for social control in early
nineteenth century in the MI is still valuable.36 Throughout the nineteenth century,
the MI aimed to provide scientific education to the British working class through
three main strategies: utilitarianism, natural theology, and Baconian empiricism. They
attempted to spread a good part of the bourgeois moral values to the lower classes,
as well as divert their attention from subversive political readings that denounced
the injustice of the social order. In Shapin and Barnes’s own words: “the foundation
of the MI, like the majority of British educational policies in the beginnings of the
nineteenth century, was fundamentally based on the interest in the social control.”37
The MI original plan was to convert workers into a more docile, less problematic
social group, capable of accepting the values of the emergent industrial society.
A good part of the MI’s programme lay behind the idea that scientific education
of the lower classes had to revert eventually to their moral education. Alcoholism,
promiscuity and the uncontrolled exaltation of passions could be ‘disciplined’ through
the habits that scientific knowledge would impose. Therefore scientific education
reinforced the kind of social control already exerted by religion — the natural theology
tradition, and the Bridgewater treatises being a good example.38 In addition, since
deep, abstract, rational, comprehensive knowledge was automatically associated with
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the upper classes, the MIs had to deal with superficial, concrete, sensual, fragmented
content, in tune with the ‘inferior’ epistemology of their students. Geometry and
practical mathematics were preferable to abstract demonstrations; observation and
description of concrete facts (minerals, machines, chemical substances, diagrams,
etc) were always preferable to algebraic equations, metaphysical principles. As Ann
Firth clearly stated, also making reference to the MIs: “scientific education was a
means by which labour in society could be normalized and individualized, while
simultaneously labour as a commodity could be made more productive.”39
Historians still have doubts about the real efficiency of the MIs in their attempt
to shape the working class culture. But, in spite of the controversy, the case of the
MIs helps us to become aware of the strategies of the ruling classes to impose moral,
political and cultural values through subtle mechanisms of persuasion. Even assuming
a detailed historical reconstruction of the material culture of the classroom, a renewed
approach to science education should go further than the standard concept of education as a process of acculturation for the sake of reproducing a specific paradigm.
Under Gramsci’s influence, Raymond Williams analysed how, during the nineteenth
century, politics was systematically excluded from British educational plans. In fact,
abstract judgements and moral values had to be preserved for the élites, whereas a
technocratic ‘neutral’ science was conceived for the lower classes.40
Similarly, in 1978, Morris Berman’s work on the Royal Institution (RI) considered
that the success of that scientific institution and its educational programme could
be understood only through the analysis of science as a system of moral and social
values, as a tool to control tensions and contradictions of an industrial society.41
Berman’s work provides a critical, less naïve version of the role of science in its
spectacular version. Equally, some years later, in 1995, Tony Bennett considered
museums in general, but science museums in particular, as spaces for entertaining
but also for discipline and control, in which the visitors’ manners and behaviour
were carefully standardized and shaped, by analogy to exhibitions, shopping malls,
and fairs.42 Not by chance, Bennett made extensive use of Gramsci in his work, and
was very much concerned about the cultural mechanisms that legitimized museums
in the past. He integrated Gramsci’s concept of hegemony to analyse the rhetorical
strategies of every display.43
�New research on the history of science education has shown how students become
an active part in the process of knowledge making. Katherine Olesko has studied in
detail how nineteenth-century physics seminars in Germany stimulated a culture of
precision and measurement, which resulted from very active interactions between
professors and students.44 David Kaiser’s work on student participation in the making
and dissemination of Feymann’s diagrams is another excellent example of education
from the perspective of the learner.45 Kaiser’s more recent book on pedagogy and the
practice of science concludes that scientists and engineers are trained through complex learning processes involving constant feedback between students and teachers.
The process is full of tacit rules, values, and hegemonic models of behaviour for the
future professionals.46 In a similar way, relying on the work of Ludwik Fleck,47 Olesko
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argues that the training process in scientific education should be carefully analysed
according to specific sites and times.48 John Rudolph has also recently highlighted the
need to overcome the old institutional history of scientific education — too often full
of fruitless erudition and quantitative data — to develop a new history that confronts
teachers’ hidden intentions and values, as well as students’ reactions. It approaches
the ‘material culture of the school’: the reconstruction of communication practices
in the classroom. Beyond the study of official programmes and standard textbooks,
students’ notebooks, examination answers and laboratory notebooks are now being
used as the new primary sources for a new history of education.49
These are only a few seminal examples, but more research is needed to integrate
political and ideological factors in the analysis of science education. A further
exploration of Gramsci’s idea of hegemony in the context of scientific education
would probably enrich the analysis of the hidden intentions of teachers and students
in communication practices, as well as the connection between those everyday
practices and the broad political frameworks on which educational scientific institutions were founded and legitimized in the past. A Gramscian approach to scientific
education would help us to better understand how science teaching has contributed
to the formation of specific moral values, and played a crucial role in the battle for
cultural hegemony by different social groups. It would place teachers and professors
as intellectuals, as key individual actors appropriating values and ideas from their
own élites and transmitting them through complex filtering processes to the younger
generations, the members of which, at the same time, would play an active role in
the feedback learning process.
If we turn to technology and technical education, it is worth mentioning that
Gramsci was deeply impressed by the new systems of chain production of cars in
the North American factory of Henry Ford (1863–1947) — the founding father of
the utilitarian car — and by the great international impact of Frederick W. Taylor’s
Principles of scientific management (1911).50 Gramsci appropriated Fordism and
Taylorism from different perspectives. On the one hand he realized their potential
as mechanisms of domination and materialization of the élite hegemony, as well as
the serious challenge they presented to the influence of trade unions and craftsman
traditions in the production system. On the other hand, their capacity to optimize
production attracted his interest, especially in the post-First World War context, in
which the lack of labour force and the incorporation of women to the factories became
a serious challenge, even in the Soviet Union.51 Gramsci was deeply concerned by
the economic and mechanical reductionism of Fordism, and attempted to introduce
political, cultural and ideological factors in the analysis of the production process
in the factory.
In relation to technical education, Gramsci assimilated the training of a new active
and creative student with the training of a creative worker in the modern factories.
The latter had to become new intellectuals to fight against the excessive mechanization of objects but also against the cruel mechanization of knowledge.52 This was just
a piece of a more general trend, in which intellectuals’ minds “had been taylorized
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just as the body of the working class has been taylorized in industrial production”.53
Gramsci was for a new relation between the intellectual and the industrial work, and
defended a humanistic training as prior to blind applied knowledge as the only way
to progressively build a counter hegemony of the working classes.54 As it was also
extensively developed with a different emphasis in the framework of the Frankfurt
School by Herbert Marcuse in his One dimensional man (1964), and by Habermas in
Science and technology as ideology (1968),55 the apparently unproblematic division
between science and technology was perceived as extremely political. It exempted
‘pure’ science and academic scientists from any responsibility in the transformation
of nature and society, which was led by technology, and by its ‘organic’ intellectuals.
Historians of technical education have brought to the fore the distinct and often
conflicting contributions of educational institutions, industrial employers, national
and local governments, professional bodies, and private patrons. They have made it
clear that the history of technical education requires more complex explanations than
the demand-pull thesis coming from industry. It must be analysed in the framework
of the delicate balance between the supply of educated manpower and the capacity of
industry to exploit knowledge and skills.56 Within this framework, however, there is
still room for a more ambitious political analysis. There is still room for instance for
a closer look at the contribution of the basic worker to the overall functioning of the
factory from their perspective. Resistance to technological change, old guild attitudes
in modern factories, the particular perceptions and values of specific corporations
and trade unions, and reinterpretations of luddism are research questions that should
be explored further. Martin Bauer’s description of the rationale of historical actors,
who resisted technological changes — textile mechanization, steam engines, nuclear
power and biotechnology — in different historical periods, is a very useful example.57
Gramsci’s reflections on Taylorism and Fordism might also help historians of
technology to revisit, in more critical terms, some of the standard accounts of the
history of labour organization, in the same way that environmental issues have deeply
transformed research priorities in the history of technology in recent years.58 As
discussed recently by the historian of technology, David Edgerton, when exploring
the human capacity to transform matter, common readers too often expect a focus
on great inventors — Leonardo, Watt, Stephenson, Edison, Marconi, etc. — and on
the creative act of invention as a previous and isolated stage, that only later has a
social influence. They tend to forget the role of technological objects in our daily
lives, and assume that our role as users of technology is irrelevant or inferior in
relation to the act of invention.59 Mechanical ‘repression’ in the assembly line or
in technical schools might resemble the negative externalities that technological
‘progress’ inevitably acquires when charged with environmental damage.60 The unitary schools pattern, the MIs case study, and Taylorism and Fordism clearly show
that both working class training and the education of experts and engineers — the
hegemonic intellectuals in the factory — must be questioned further. Research needs
to move beyond explanations of industrial demand-pull, national educational plans
or entrepreneurial philanthropy.
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In addition, a Gramscian framework might help to escape from commemorative
practices and official histories of scientific institutions — universities, technical
schools, primary and secondary schools — which too often tempt historians of science
to become organic intellectuals, and trap them in more or less explicit hagiographic
and presentist accounts.61 It might also be useful to step back from industrial commemorations that end up as simplistic biographies of the founding fathers of the
firm, combined with paternalistic responses to any manifestation of ‘low culture’
in the factory.
REVISITING ‘POPULAR SCIENCE’

During his prison years, Gramsci appealed for the dignity of workers, for their
instruction, and their moral and intellectual elevation, to be a substantial part of
urban popular culture in Western societies. In his view, the progressive construction of a counter-hegemonic discourse from below was the only possible strategy to
fight inequality and exploitation.62 In this context, folklore became one of Gramsci’s
main interests, implying empirical collection, description and classification of local
traditions and popular knowledge. Folklore was an inherited worldview, passively
or unconsciously accepted, which often reinforced consent and subordination. Since
folklore was meant to hold the sediment of earlier forms of domination, only after
deep analysis could the supposedly ‘genuine’ epistemology of the lower classes be
efficiently linked to their education. The crucial point was to establish a connection
with some elements of popular culture, in order to progressively overcome it. Folklore
did not have to be totally erased nor fully preserved. Some aspects of folklore had
to be taken as raw materials for the emergence of a new popular culture, which, in
Gramsci’s view, would hopefully link intellectuals to the common people.63
Some decades ago, cultural historians such as Roger Chartier and Robert Darnton
criticized the existence of an autonomous ‘popular’ culture. For Chartier, the presumed
essence of ‘the popular’ was not in a set of finished texts that only require identification and cataloguing, like a species in the library of the popular culture. In his view,
the term ‘popular’ refers to a specific type of relation; a form of actively appropriating knowledge and culture in general; an original way to use cultural products, to
legitimate ideas or attitudes. Thus, the popular is not a genuine culture created from
above by the people below, neither it as is a genuine culture rooted in the people
themselves. It is simply about a determinate relation with specific cultural objects.
In Chartier’s own words: “The ‘popular’ cannot be found ready made in a set of texts
that merely require to be identified and listed; above all, the popular qualifies a kind
of relation, a way of using cultural products such as ideas and attitudes.... What is
‘popular’ is neither culture created for the people nor culture uprooted; it is a kind
of specific relation with cultural objects.”64
In this framework, historians of science have recently questioned the idea of
popular science, as a historiographical category, to defend the existence of dynamic
communication processes — ‘knowledge in transit’ — which undergo continuous
feedback. Mainly focused on the nineteenth century, and in particular on Victorian
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Britain, James Secord, Jon Topham and Bernard Lightman, among others, have
distanced themselves from the ‘popular’ as a genuine way of knowing, and shifted
the emphasis to the circulation and transit of scientific knowledge often acting as a
commodity in a marketplace. Without referring to Gramsci, they feel more comfortable when the term ‘popular’ reproduces in its own terms the actors’ category, that is
to say, the way in which, in the past, books, articles, and public lectures were labelled
by the élites to draw the audiences’ attention.65
In spite of these new trends in the history of scientific communication, there is
still a lot to do to recover as many primary sources as possible that speak for those
without a voice and put a greater emphasis on the audience rather than the élite’s
hegemonic strategies. We can accept the transit of knowledge among different social
strata, but emphasizing Gramsci’s request to give a voice to subaltern actors: students,
visitors, artisans, amateurs, users, etc., to the ‘little men’ [and women] of science, as
Sam Lilley, one of the privileged witnesses of the transition between Old and New
Left, used to say.66
Clifford D. Conner’s People’s history of science (2005) shows, for instance,
his determination to give a voice to the unknown actors of the history of science.
Inspired by Science for the people — a successful periodical of the 1970s and 1980s
— Conner borrowed ideas from Marxist historians of science such as Hessen, Zilsel,
Bernal and Needham, but also from other relevant historians of science such as William Eamon, Steven Shapin, Adrian Desmond, Stephen Pumfrey, and Roy Porter.
He looked at the active role of craftsmen, illiterates, miners, naturalists, mechanics,
tradesmen, peasants, farmers, sailors, instrument-makers, phrenologists, apothecaries,
and alchemists.67 Following Conner’s pattern, it is perhaps time to begin to sketch
something similar to the Dictionary of Labour biography, as a new source for a new
‘popular’ history of science.68
Gramsci’s reflections on folklore should stimulate new approaches to ‘popular
science’ as a historiographical category. It has often been argued that the lack of
appropriated primary sources poses serious problems for historians of science trying
to reconstruct the epistemologies of craftsmen, peasants, and industrial workers.
But, in their role as intellectuals, historians of science should be keen to find new
sources, unless they tacitly accept being trapped in the hegemonic discourse of the
élites of a specific historical period. To this end, sources such as personal diaries,
private correspondence, visitors’ reports, popular pamphlets and oral interviews
should be further explored over more traditional ‘expert’ accounts. And, even among
expert sources, those that are more informative on folklore and popular science can
be particularly useful.
Take, for instance, the case of an obscure figure in mainstream historiography: Cels
Gomis (1841–1915) was a civil engineer who worked on the Catalan rail network
in early twentieth-century Spain. Ideologically close to anarchism, he soon focused
his interests on lower-class culture, in particular its images of nature and details of
its scientific skills. In his free time he interviewed thousands of villagers as part of
his folklorist agenda to recover the popular culture.69 He also gathered an enormous
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amount of data on astronomy, meteorology and botany.70 According to Gomis, popular
science was conceived as an ancient religion of nature — in agreement with Comte’s
Law of Three Stages — which had to be overcome to reach modern positive rationality and avoid the control and influence of the Catholic Church. One of Gomis’s
most popular books was La lluna segons lo poble (1884) (The Moon according to
the people), which collected popular proverbs on our satellite and its influence on
the weather, health, etc. Accepting contemporary scientific discourses that denied
any influence of the Moon on terrestrial events, Gomis stated that:
We should recover all popular concerns, not to perpetuate them, as some believe,
but to destroy them, only keeping some written records to allow people in the
future to assess its state of progress as well as the backwardness of its ancestors....71
He applied the same methodology in Lo llamp y’ls temporals (1884) (Lightning
and thunderstorms) and Meteorologia y agricultura populars (1888) (Meteorology
and popular agriculture) to preserve popular knowledge on meteorology and agriculture as well as hygiene and medicine. In Gomis’s view, local data were shaped by
particular traditions and local contingencies, as in the eighteenth-century tradition of
medical topographies where weather conditions varied in every locality and details
had to be carefully scrutinized before the establishment of any general diagnosis.
Meteorological data easily linked expert knowledge with popular epistemology on
the weather and the mysteries of the atmosphere. Popular traditions and superstitions
had to be annotated and classified, to be later overcome. He believed that only the
Catholic Church and the upper classes of society were interested in keeping the old
traditions alive as a kind of ancient religion of nature.72
These kinds of sources can be very informative and useful for the progressive
emergence of a new historiography of popular science. In Cooter’s view — as stated
in a paper written with Stephen Pumfrey in 1994 — popular scientific knowledge
holds its own perception of nature, which might oppose at least partially that of the
élite. In addition, and in spite of all the communication efforts, lay scientific knowledge does not necessarily coincide with the élite corpus. Its aims and motives might
differ as well.73 It can only be properly understood in specific sites and defined local
contexts. In their own words:
The impact of science’s popularization upon both men and women remains to
be measured, whether commercially or ideologically, whether as education or
as entertainment.74
Therefore, far from deleting ‘popular science’ as a historical category, there is
still room for revisiting its use under a Gramscian framework.75 Accepting part of
its autonomy and inevitable divergence from the cultural programmes of the élite,
‘popular science’ could become a renewed historiographical standpoint. A deeper
analysis of the mechanisms of Gramscian hegemony always requires our capacity
as historians to rescue the actors’ consciousness, in particular that of the supposedly ignorant lay people, as well as their mechanisms of consent.76 As some recent
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works have clearly shown, there is still a lot to do to reconstruct lay perceptions of
science among readers, visitors, spectators, students, patients, etc., and their active
epistemological status as the main targets of public health policies, medical research,
environmental issues and risk assessment in our contemporary societies.77 In postmodern terms, the old regime of knowledge based on academic research and cognitive
priorities has now shifted to a new regime with no clear boundaries between pure
and applied research, and the increasing participation of lay people.78 A Gramscian
framework of analysis might help historians of science to analyse the political load
of lay participation, to answer questions such as: How do lay perceptions of science
and lay participation gain authority in the public arena? Who wins the battle for
hegemony in every historical context, how and why?
plural cultures and plural historiographies

In 1978, Edward Said published Orientalism, a widely read and translated book.
From his privileged position — Said was born in Palestine, but enjoyed a prestigious
position in the U.S. academic system — he developed a renewed criticism of the
subtle mechanisms of Western colonial and imperial enterprise. Under the heading of
‘Orient’, Said included his own land, Palestine, but the concept could be extended to
a much broader framework: the Arab nations, India, China or Japan. Using detailed
case studies, Said convincingly showed how, in the context of Western hegemony, the
Orient progressively became a purposeful intellectual construction of the West, and
also helped to construct the West itself. He explains how the Orient was legitimized
through numerous accounts on its supposed superiority in relation to the ‘other’, the
distant, the exotic, the irrational, the unknown, in other words, the subordinate. Since
the geographical expansion of the Renaissance, Western intellectuals, writers and
politicians of all signs had constructed this hegemonic image. Orientalism implied,
in Said’s view, a set of beliefs and practices expressing the academic legitimization of
Western superiority in relation to the East, through merchants, soldiers, missionaries,
erudite persons and scientists.
After the end of the Second World War, in the decolonization process, that kind of
cultural imposition from the West seemed, in theory, untenable. In spite of this, Said
regretted that even the scholars most sensitive towards non-Western cultures were
still prisoners of that kind of hegemony when focusing their research questions. Far
from the rhetoric of neutrality, which he complained was too frequent among his
fellow scholars in the academic system, he assumed that they could not escape from
a political position, which always places them at a superior level in relation to the
East. Said explained how social asymmetries of power and knowledge in a specific
society could be extrapolated to other geographical and cultural asymmetries, and
he described in detail the culture and the geography of that subaltern knowledge. He
discussed how civil society as well as political society must have played an important
role in this subtle combination of strategies of domination.79 Not by chance, Said
made extensive use of Gramsci as one of the main sources of inspiration for his
Orientalism. In his own words:
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To believe that politics in the form of imperialism bears upon the production of
literature, scholarship, social theory, and history writing is by no means equivalent to saying that culture is therefore a demeaned or denigrated thing. Quite the
contrary: my whole point is to say that we can better understand the persistence
and the durability of saturating hegemonic systems like culture when we realize
that their internal constraints upon writers and thinkers were productive, not
unilaterally inhibiting.80
The approaches of Said and Gramsci have provided historians of science with new
perspectives, but more research is still required. They have further explored the role
of science in the mechanisms of construction of Western hegemony in cultural terms,
such as ‘soft power’, further violence, coercion or military force.81 They have given a
voice to previously ignored participants, to pre-colonial science, to still unexploited
sources: from indigenous literature to oral interviews.82 They have tried to decode
worldviews and values of the ‘other’ and attempted to overcome Eurocentrism.83 They
have analysed movements of popular resistance to foreign scientific imperialism,
and emphasized plurality and contingency instead of prioritizing Western-totalizing
schemes.84 Judith Carney has shown, for instance, how technological transfer can be
analysed from the perspective of the colonized, and how new techniques adopted by
the colonizers were deeply rooted in the indigenous cultures existing before European
expansion. Her main point is that the slaves themselves brought their technology from
Africa to America, to be later appropriated by plantation owners. This is an important
contribution to the writing of a counter-hegemonic history of technology in the U.S.85
Inspired by a similar framework, other approaches attempt to counter balance
and resist Western academic hegemony. This was for instance the case of Ranajit
Guha and the ‘Subaltern Studies’ group, which has been also strongly influenced by
Gramsci’s works.86 In this context, the past is conceived as a “contested and colonized
terrain”, in which “indigenous histories have been expropriated, eclipsed, sometimes
even wholly eradicated, in the service of imperialist aims…”.87 Guha was a member
of the Communist Party of India until 1956, the year of the Soviet invasion of Hungary, which marked a starting point for polycentrism in the West. After his academic
training in Britain and his work on the history of Indian peasant revolts, he founded
a new research group, which strongly opposed the tacit assumptions of Western
scholarship and criticized the nationalistic tradition of Indian historiography. Guha
was also interested in the role of Western science, in particular metropolitan hygiene
and public health campaigns, as powerful tools for the legitimization of imperialist
discourse in colonies, but also tried to understand why the indigenous population
refused to clean themselves and wash their clothes as a strategy of resistance.88 Since
1982, the series Subaltern studies: Writings on South Asian history and society has
been regularly published in India. The recovery of unknown actors and voices from
below, and a genuine indigenous historiography is one of the major aims of that
school.89 What traces have been left by scientific colonial education in postcolonial
societies? How did Western science change existing knowledge systems? What are
the emergent forms of postcolonial science after the departure of the colonizers?90
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Other Indian historians have, however, gone a step further. Vinay Lal, who has
conquered the core of the hegemonic Western academy with a professorship at the
UCLA, considers, in his excellent book on politics and scholarship in modern India,
that Guha was never able to overcome a tacit subalternity in his account of the history of India. In spite of his efforts, Guha could not rid his work of concepts such as
incompletion, failure and tardiness. In Lal’s words:
... one wonders what reception, if any, subaltern history would have received in
the West had it not so obviously been the carrier of theoretical trajectories that
were simultaneously finding a resonance in the Western Academy ... the work
of many fine Indian historians ... whose work is less indebted to streams of
poststructuralist thinking or postcolonial theory, remains relatively little known
outside the Indian academy....91
The same concerns can be extended to other contexts. Using examples from his
own career, in an excellent exercise of reflexivity, Shigeru Nakayama criticized some
years ago the marginalization of historians of East Asian Science, and the peripheral
position of this community of scholars in the mainstream Western historiography.
Nakayama entitles this problem, “Professionalization and relegation to the periphery”, later explaining that, “after World War II the history of science rapidly became
a professional academic field, particularly in the United States ... without a strong
foundation in East Asian languages ... leaving it mainly to East Asian specialists, in
fear of stepping outside their own familiar field of expertise”.92 Nakayama argues
convincingly that “objective and value-free scholarship is no more possible in the
history of science than in any other field”.
In a similar vein, Latin American history of science surely deserves more attention.
Also influenced by postcolonial studies, it has addressed important questions such
as race, gender, and power in recent years. The economic and political subalternity
of the continent, in comparison with Western societies, and particularly the U.S., has
probably contributed to a certain marginalization of these works by the international
community. However, if analysed from a Gramscian perspective, Latin American
history of science could easily be integrated into the mainstream historiography of
the discipline. Today, a new generation of Latin American historians of science struggles for a genuine approach to their local contexts, and continues to contrast their
results with the Anglophone community. Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra has profusely
demonstrated the difficulties of Anglo-American scholars to include the Renaissance empires of Spain and Portugal in their historical accounts of the emergence of
modern science, whereas Antonio Barrera-Osorio has emphasized the contribution
of Spanish imperial data collection from the New World to the Western Scientific
Revolution.93 Saberes locales — a book edited recently by Frida Gorbach and Carlos
López Beltrán in México — is another good example; it attempts to approach history
of science in Latin America from the complex historiographical interplay between
North and South, while resisting a passive reception of mainstream scholarship.94
Even in Western contexts, groups such as “Science and Technology in the European
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Periphery” (STEP) have in recent years called for a new ‘internationalization’ of the
historiography of science and for a more generous linguistic pluralism.95 Of course,
peripheries and centres have dynamic relationships that involve more than simply
their geographical or cultural contexts. In this context, a recent paper published by
some founding STEP members stated that:
European periphery is also a historiographical standpoint. Starting from the
periphery (or, better, standing on the periphery) might offer a clearer view over
the intricate ideological constructs, which accompany the establishment of science
and technology, and at the same time, unveil their socio-political dimensions. It
is often the case that what appears as a coherent whole of ideas or well articulated practices when it is seen from the point of view of the centre, is entirely
disassembled when it reaches the European periphery and becomes an issue of
intense philosophical and political debate.96
In a similar vein, Beyond borders, edited by a group of young STEP members,
calls for methodological pluralism. The chief editors, Josep Simón and Néstor
Herrán, describe how “the overnationalisation of history of science, while securing
a prominent position for American and British culture in history of science, has
also contributed to the obscuration of the international character of many historical
events”.97 Through several case studies on topics such as science teaching, science
popularization, science and the nation, and the geography of scientific centres and
peripheries, a broad range of approaches can be presented with an international
perspective, which crosses geographical, linguistic, and methodological boundaries.
conclusion

Returning to the core set of questions established at the beginning of this paper, in
particular the problem of historians of science as intellectuals, it is worth noting that
the same communication practices that have been considered above are not very different from the everyday practices of historians of science as academic experts. They
are involved in complex expository processes in which teaching, popularizing, and
transferring knowledge are intrinsically linked to the profession.98 They play a role
in the public arena, for the sake of their scientific authority, academic hegemony and
social recognition. The Gramscian framework that has been presented throughout
this article might help us to rethink the aims and motives of professional historians of
science, and the ethical status of experts and professionals as potential intellectuals
at large in our contemporary societies.
As Said rightly emphasized in his impressive introduction to Orientalism, a good
part of the work of a historian can be explained through his or her own personal
biography. At this stage of the paper, I hope the reader will allow me some final words
of reflexivity, as a useful tool to analyse my own political ideology and research priorities. Perhaps we should consider more seriously the possibility that the biographical
profiles of historians of science might influence their research priorities.
I was born into a working class family from a peripheral neighbourhood of the city
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of Barcelona (Spain) in Southern Europe. Thanks to my family’s efforts, I was able
to go to university and obtain a B.A in chemical engineering, which was followed by
some research training in Germany and a job in the German chemical industry. In my
twenties, professional chemistry did not seem to be my ideal future, and I moved to a
more marginal area, and shifted to the history of science. I undertook a Ph.D. on the
use of chemistry in Barcelona in the early nineteenth century, and worked on obscure
and marginal actors that were totally unknown in mainstream historiography. Later,
in my postdoctoral years in Oxford, I approached other subaltern actors: the skilled
artisans who devoted their lives to the art of colouring textiles in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.99 Once I had settled back home as a professional historian of
science, I moved to the problem of science and technology in the European periphery
and collaborated with the international group STEP.100 I am now devoted to the history
of the popularization of science in Spain in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
and I struggle to find new local primary sources which might allow me to reconstruct
the epistemology of other ‘obscure’ local visitors, readers, patients, craftsmen, and
amateurs.101 Reading the Quaderni, and in spite of my subaltern academic position,
the writing of the history of subaltern, peripheral or marginalized science practitioners suddenly seemed dignified.
In 2006, while reading Jack Morrell’s review of Roger Cooter’s work on phrenology,102 I came across the potential interest of Gramsci’s thoughts. However, I had
never heard about Gramsci during my years of training as historian of science. It is
also regrettable to note that, in 2007, only a few celebrations took place worldwide
for the seventieth anniversary of his death.103
The 2006 Conference at Princeton, “Science in the Crossroad: Geopolitics,
Marxism and 75 years of Science Studies”, marking the seventy-fifth anniversary
of the 1931 History of Science Congress, brings us back, however, to revisit some
aspects of the old historiography. But this is not just a question of an archaeological
reconstruction that goes against the historical amnesia of our present societies. As
Werskey recently suggested, those old ideas, especially the radical science tradition,
which in my view should include Gramsci’s thoughts, can be used today as a source
of new inspiration.104
Gramsci’s flexibility and, to some extent, the loose and non-systematic presentation of his arguments, especially in the prison notes, have been criticized by different
sources. The Marxist historian Perry Anderson, one of the founders of the New Left
review stated: “In any event, Gramsci never properly theorized the site of specific
mechanisms of bourgeois hegemony, and failed to ground a proper revolutionary
strategy as a result.”105 This statement was written in 1976, and clearly reflected the
uneasiness among committed Marxists about Gramsci’s lack of concrete political
strategy. Nevertheless, in 1999, already in the heart of our postmodern era, Eric
Hobsbawn stated that: “One of the reasons why historians … have found [Gramsci]
so rewarding is precisely his refusal to leave the terrain of concrete historical, social
and cultural realities for abstraction and reductionist theoretical models. It is therefore
likely that Gramsci will continue to be read.…”106 In fact, his capacity of adaptation,
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his refusal of dogmatic and rigid Marxist tools of analysis, and his emphasis on
contingencies and particularities have probably contributed to Gramsci’s survival in
our post-Marxist age.107
Gramscians such as Young, Berman, Cooter, Morrell and Bennett, are good examples of the main thesis of this paper. However, I hope to have shown some evidence of
the continuity of Gramscian thoughts up to the present, and also to have convinced at
least some of my readers that important aspects of the ‘old’ historiography of science
might still be useful to future generations. They shed some light on the meaning of
our profession, on our role as intellectuals, and on our capacity to resist and counter
balance the well-established patterns of political, economic and academic hegemony.
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